Welcome to Music
Building confidence and creativity through music

sing  move  create
say   dance  play
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Early Childhood
Suitable for up to 8 years

A collection of original and interactive songs, dances, instrumental activities, musical games and stories. Each title includes a comprehensive teacher’s manual plus vocal CD (with some Baktraks). Entirely interactive and accessible to all children.

Bop in the Bath
Rainbows Trees & Tambourines
Funkey Monkey

AlphabetZ
Your Stage

26 original and fun songs with a focus on literacy, and an animal character for each letter of the alphabet. Includes melody lines, chords and lyrics PLUS vocal CD and baktraks CD of all 26 songs!

Designed by Mary Brake (B. Ed., Dip. (Mus.) this program is written with a specific focus on inclusion. With songs written by Susie & Phil, it will show you how to create a special place for each student to participate; invite each individual into the community; and demonstrate that they do have a place and are esteemed. Includes vocal CD and baktraks CD.

Suitable for up to 10 years

A collection of original and interactive songs, dances, instrumental activities, musical games and stories for children up to 10 years. Each title includes a comprehensive teacher’s manual, vocal CD and Baktraks CD. Entirely interactive and accessible to all children.

Move It!
Beat Street!

A collection of original and interactive songs, dances, musical games and stories for children up to 10 years - with an emphasis on movement.

Includes songs and stories about dinosaurs, Aussie Rules footy and pirates, plus dances and ‘hello’ songs, as well as traditional songs from Torres Strait Islands, Israel and Africa.

Music Story Books, Story Cards & DVDs
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Primary

Suitable for up to 12 years

An exciting range of resources for children up to 12. Each title includes a collection of original and exciting songs, dances and instrumental activities, musical games and stories, and comprises a comprehensive teacher’s manual, vocal CD and Baktrak CD.

Razzamajazz

The first in the series, with a focus on jazz and improvisation.

Boomerang Jam

More jazzy songs for kids of all ages, with a ‘fair dinkum’ Aussie flavour.

Sing Jam & Jive

Songs to sing to, play to and move to, with a firm emphasis on improvisation. Includes additional CD with Grastracks and Harmony tracks.

Take Orff with Recorder

Now also in full multimedia ... animated and talking characters and interactive activities (for PC, Mac, iPad/iPhone/iPod). Students can earn stars and track their progress. Based on the Orff Schulwerk approach, Susie & Phil’s popular and original pieces have been adapted and modified for recorder. Songs include improvisation, rounds, percussion and much more! Both the Multimedia and book versions include vocal/recorder tracks, Baktrakts parts and scores, suggestions and much more.

Available individually or as a pack

Take Orff with Jazz

A series of three teacher's manuals and CDs made up of activities collected from the Welcome to Music series. Containing classroom jazz arrangements based on the Orff Schulwerk approach, using various techniques such as imitation, echo, ostinato, canon and question and answer, these titles will help make learning music fun and accessible to all.

Choral / Positive Music Series

Original and uplifting songs to motivate, energise and inspire, as well as promote self-esteem and confidence. Each title is available as a Teacher's Kit, with Double CD (Vocal and Baktrakts), choral pack of individual choral arrangements for each song and lyric book with suggestions for use. Ideal for classroom singing and choirs. Individual choral arrangements also available - please enquire or check our website.
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Black Belt Ukulele is a unique developmental and sequential collection of classroom ukulele arrangements based on the Orff Schulwerk approach. The repertoire is applicable for all early childhood and primary school educators to use in their classrooms and to teach to 6-12 year olds. This is more than just a ukulele tutor – it is a complete music education program which builds skills for life! Learning the ukulele has never been easier, more fun and accessible to all.

Value Packs

Early Childhood
Includes Teacher’s Kits for
Bop in the Bath; Rainbows, Trees & Tambourines; and Funkey Monkey

Primary
Includes Teacher’s Kits for Boomerang Jam; Sing Jam & Jive; and Razzamajazz

Move to the Beat
Includes ‘Move It!’ and ‘Beat Street’ Teacher’s Kits

Take Orff with Jazz
Includes all three Take Orff with Jazz Teacher’s Kits. Great value!

Positive Music
Looking for songs for Graduations? Includes both ‘The Power of You’ and ‘Anything is Possible’ Teacher’s Kits.
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